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Abstract—Since rising the boom around the world in 2012, MOOC has experienced the development of more than two years. The MOOC research of the society from all walks of life has gradually return to rational from fever. Although some scholars criticize MOOC exists the problems, such as high dropout rates, being lack of learning support services, MOOC still has attracted numerous learners from around the world with its good user experience. MOOC is a technical tool, rather than a solution. So MOOC cannot be expected to change college and universities. MOOC can bring transformative effects in colleges and universities, which is based on its mix teaching mode and its revealing the diversity of students learning needs. So this paper discusses the mix teaching mode and curriculum construction diversity of colleges and universities based on MOOC.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Entering the 21st century, the remote education which takes modern information technology and media facilities as the carrier is paid large attention to by the world. From Web1.0 era which is based on resources present and propagation, one-way transmission, static display structured knowledge and takes teachers as the main body learning mode to Web2.0 era which is based on the theory of constructivism with multiple roles of learns, focuses on knowledge circulation without organization, unstructured scattered and network transmission, and is based on common construction and interaction, the change and use of information technology has played a key role to the development of remote education. Blog, Wiki, RSS, P2P, SNS and other Internet technology is gradually used in remote education. The application of information technology promotes the development of the network learning in digital age.

With the development of cloud computing, 3G communications, mobile computing and other technologies, mobile learning, U-learning and other applications are also changing the remote education mode which is based on the Internet. Cloud computing technology breaks the traditional mode and brings brand-new idea for the development of remote education. Cloud era also boosts the development of network education mode. As a kind of typical network course mode, MOOC draws widely attention.

Based on the problems that the local application-oriented colleges have weak teacher strength, limited investment and are difficult to improve the teaching quality and level of the computer courses, this paper puts forward computer courses teaching reform based on MOOC and carries out implementation. The scheme argues from the aspect of the colleges situation and carries on MOOC reform from course system, course teaching, practice teaching and evaluation four aspects.
the world by a common approach or subject. It originates from resource release, learning management system and the course development mode which is to combine the learning management system with more network resources.

MOOC appears under the background that the Internet technology has been successfully applied in education, the concept of open education has been accepted by the society and the social learning has become a main learning way. The appearance of the course mode has drawn widespread attention of the remote education, the open education and even the entire education and training industry. Over the past one year, many important innovation projects apply MOOC, including Udacity, Coursera, Khan Acadmy, edX, etc. Dozens of the world famous universities also included.

III. THE CONSTRUCTION OF MOOC TEACHING SYSTEM BASED ON CLOUD PLATFORM OF COLLEGES

As the key of MOOC course, campus MOOC cloud platform is needed in MOOC course of colleges and universities, which includes mass MOOC resource database, MOOC course management, MOOC learning platform and tools, MOOC courses personalized push and multiple MOOC terminal access. Mass MOOC resource database includes course software library and video library of MOOC courses, high quality courses, video conference and all kinds of material libraries. MOOC course management includes upload, download, learning, evaluation and discussion of MOOC courses, and the classification and sorting of MOOC courses, the search of MOOC courses, the smart automatic answering system, the virtual laboratory and online test of MOOC courses. During MOOC learning, teachers and students need to communicate and interact, which needs the corresponding communication tools which commonly are Wiki groups, BBS, blog, learning space, virtual classroom, timely communication, collaboration platform, BBS and so on. Personalized push of MOOC course refers to push courses to users which are suitable for their learning requirements according to their learning habits and Internet information. Multiple MOOC terminal access refers that users can use PC, PAD, television, mobile phone and other devices to login platform for learning. The construction of college MOOC cloud platform can create a integration and personalized learning environment for students and realize the cloud storage and management of mass resources, which is a way to make resource move and make searching for resource become pushing information, which is shown in Fig.1.

![Figure 1. The design of MOOC cloud platform of colleges and universities](image-url)
IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND EFFECT OF MOOC TEACHING REFORM

Now with the help of cloud space, MOOC teaching reform of the computer course has been carried out. There are complete 451 resources of C language curriculum cloud space, which continues to increase. Because the costs are lower and have elasticity, cloud space is suitable for the teacher and students of the local undergraduate colleges and universities to set up their own MOOC teaching platforms. During the period of construction, teachers' workload is bigger, but through the subsequent application, the working pressure can be alleviated. Teachers can issue teaching resources, prepare lessons, arrange homework, correct student’s paper, arrange experiments, correct experiments, arrange curriculum design and grade curriculum design through the cloud space while students can learn, interact, finish homework, submit experiment and the curriculum design. In a word, through the cloud space, students can learn C language courses with more convenience, interests and pressure, while teachers can organize teaching, management and examination and other teaching activities more easily, inexpensively and interactively.

V. CONCLUSION

Since the large rise of MOOC, it has been more than two years. The teaching mode has gradually tend to be stable. It can be seen through the element analysis of MOOC teaching model in this paper the great potential of MOOC in teaching reform and informatization construction in colleges and universities. In the early days of MOOC, there were scholars who had high expectations of its and thought it can bring new changes to higher education reform. Although it is unable to verify the effect of its influence, it is worth trying to participate in. During the whole process of the research of MOOC, the author experienced a great learning experience. The author believes that MOOC can play a great role in promoting the construction of lifelong learning society. Whether it can continue to develop in the future mainly depends on its operation. Whether it can reduce the cost of certification certificate, how to get the certificate and the mutual recognition of credits in colleges and universities and how to build a more perfect student electronic files are still needed to be researched.
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